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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?
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Venus Project/Zeitgeist members online Tactics

The spread of the Venus Project’s political ideologies is an organized effort.

If a member is having difficulty “debating” on the internet, they can appeal to the Zeitgeist forum and request
backup.

On December 30, 2009, The Savage Khan posted a link to this article and discussion with the purpose of
soliciting help with dealing with “dissenters.”
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Not only is this a questionable tactic, but supports the claim that members believe that by winning a debate on
the internet, it somehow proves the Venus Project ideologies to be correct. Luckily the moderator concerned
saw fit to be sensible and ignore it.

This is certainly not the first time I have witnessed this, in fact I have witnessed calls for backup in their
ventrillo server, and it is common practice for moderators and members to report back home to inform of
dissenting voices on the internet.

While in numbers on their own forum they like to bash and intimidate and sensor, particularly when its a
sensitive topic that makes them look ill prepared.

I have noted on many occasions while they are not an evil bunch, they certainly are biased/manipulative and
like to win any argument through humiliation and active/passive intimidation tactics.

~ by anticultist on December 31, 2009.

Posted in Jacque Fresco, Resource Based Economy, The Zeitgeist Movement, Sociology, Psychology, Society, Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 

Tags: cult, hoax, Jacque Fresco, monetary system, politics, religion, resource based economy, scam, the venus project, zeitgeist

10 Responses to “Venus Project/Zeitgeist members online Tactics”

1. I agree. this is largely the evidence of unprepared followers trying to argue ideals which rest on very shakey foundations. the problem is that
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when these ideals cannot win people over they have to resort to every little trick in the book to make themselves look correct or morally
superior.

If they put as much effort into actually doing some work as they did into trying to silence dissidents then there wouldnt be so much to argue
about in the first place. the fact is though they seem to be content with just arguing their ‘logic’ forever and then defiantly claiming that they win
the debate because they can regurgitate some schpiele from fresco and make people feel guilty with emotional appeals.

The fact is their only strength is in numbers. there isnt a single one on one debate about the subjects of law or resources or anything which they
can triumph in using only logical reasoning. they always have to resort to emotional appeals, frescos unfounded and uncited works, or even just
plain bullying.

To anyone who wants to see what i mean, just head on over to their forums on the zeitgeist website. most threads that are critical are locked or
heavily flamed even if they are very logical. i myself have tried to have several conversations or debates with them on key venus project topics,
but every time it always fell to a few hardcore followers to either gang up on me, or just proclaim future saviour status for the venus project by

default regardless of any lack of evidence.

The topics on law and order are paticularly amusing to read. the funny thing is that these concepts are dismissed as irrelevant to the movement

when you bring them up. but then suddenly its so relevant when they are proudly proclaiming how nice it will all be in the future. its the same
with anything, its irrelevant when you want answers, but somehow its relevant enough for them to discuss at will when they are proudly saying
that the future will be like x or y or z.

 logan86 said this on January 5, 2010 at 2:07 pm | Reply

I mean you and I have experience over on that forum, and how it goes is something like this.

“We tolerate you, feel free to post, ok your posts are a little negative, can you make them more constructive and polite, ok look you
appear to be against us, can you at least add something constructive, ok why are you even here? I think you need to get more
edumacated in matters, peter pays for this, please be for us or go away, ok we have a policy of this and if your against us this is what we

do, but if you are for us we ignore that policy, there are other websites to complain on, ok accept we are right, leave or you are banned”

Its funny how upset these guys get, sending all kind of schpiel as messages here too, and I bet theyre probably wondering why were
denying it here !

Personally I say I hope they succeed fixing the earths problems, but the reason I left is because they started out with the claim they were
going to fix matters, but ended up where they’re pretty much a useless ad campaign for one mans personal project, which will house a
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few people and take a few lifetimes to even prove its slightly functional.

Sad thing is most of these people are so indoctrinated and emotionally attached to their movement, they cant see past their own noses,

and a lot of them have maybe been around the movement a few months maximum, and maybe even zeitgeist was the first thing that
opened their eyes [so theyve been at this 2 years tops] !!!

Like I said, they act like we dont get it, or as if we have never had our eyes opened before.

The sad reality is, some of us posting here have decades more experience on these matters than these “activists”.

 anticultist said this on January 9, 2010 at 11:24 pm | Reply

2. http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=229&id=215455

located:The Zeitgeist Movement-Public Forum in English-NEWS “the problems with the anti cultist critic”

Funny, now it is considered desperate and fearful to point out the flaws of their movement. :D

Another thing to note, they discuss the reading materials listed by Jacque as if they were written discussing his project specifically.

When TZM scientifically address their own claims, perhaps they will attain some level of respect.

Until then they are based in complete fantasy land, and ultimately ignoring reality.

 anticultist said this on January 5, 2010 at 4:44 pm | Reply

3. http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=234&id=213749

located:The Zeitgeist Movement-Public Forum in English-Projects-Communications Team “Care to Respond to Some Critics?”

More running for help and other such public image protection methods.

 anticultist said this on January 5, 2010 at 4:58 pm | Reply
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4. In the Scientology cult, they have a term called “Suppressive Person” they give to members who dissent against the cult. I’ve noticed that the Z
Movement seems to have come up with a similar term. When people challenge them to much, the moderators accuse them of using “ad
hominems” and suspend or ban them.

Example:

http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&id=233791&catid=60#233803

What’s funny is that these people seem to have absolutely no understanding of what ad hominem really is and just throw it around at anyone:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ad_hominem#Common_misconceptions_about_ad_hominem

 anon said this on March 15, 2010 at 2:19 am | Reply

5. New social movements as a pretext for reappropriation (not redistribution) of wealth

Targeted individuals from Greece

tisgreece@yahoo.com

The line of argumentation offered by new social movements [NSMs] (agenda 21, project venus etc) against a vaguely conceived “current state
of affairs” adopts a similarly vague rhetoric, such as “the evils embedded in the monetary system plunge populations into debt”. In turn, through
this vague rhetoric NSM agents seek to indoctrinate disgruntled individuals into their territories. This newly emergent state of affairs does not
change a bit the existing state of affairs; it merely attains to confine indoctrinated individuals into a social territory where they may be watched
more closely and their potentially destabliziing efforts monitored through agents. The term “agent” is used loosely in the form of “civil agents”,

such as those encountered in community policing schemes and similar organized endeavors that aim at controlling/channeling the reappropriation
of wealth.
It is so futile to argument against the monetary system as it is to argue against any side of systemically embedded bipolars. What NSMs attain is
to multiply traditional bipolars (eg left/right, male/female etc) into ever more minutely ramifying oppositions, but fuzzily conceived (ie if you are
opposed to our NSM you are simply not a member of our community). The “new” NSMs scheme is simply an attempt to indoctrinate
populations under pseudo-ideological/pseudo-moral pretexts with view to effecting mind control more smoothly than ever. Hence, the

omnipresent tagging that takes place on a daily level, people being trained in advanced dissimulation tactics (in an effort to avoid tagging and
exclusion from certain groups) etc. The “current state of affairs” is a vast theatrical game imposed by interest groups with the aim of
concentrating wealth in even fewer hands. Just like scum perps who are paid by “secret funds” to create “background noise”, NSM agents are
paid to “spread the word” about those tagged as “difficult to convert”. What we should be concerned with is not the “what” or the objective
behind the rising popularity of NSMs, but the “how’s” , that is the ways they are implemented on a daily, ordinary level through civil agents.
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Simply refuse tagging, collectivism and any form of disorientation tactic that is recruited in an attempt to divert your attention from the root cause
of your disgruntlement, which does not rest with a vague concept, such as the “monetary system”, but with concrete and identifiable groups of

individuals who seek to appropriate your assets.

Targeted individuals from Greece
tisgreece@yahoo.com

 tisgreece said this on March 17, 2010 at 10:25 am | Reply

6. Be afraid….be very afraid.. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/travis-walter-donovan/the-zeitgeist-movement-en_b_501517.html

 Shane Nolan said this on March 19, 2010 at 8:31 pm | Reply

Travis Walter Donovan is a writer and musician residing in Brooklyn, NY. He currently contributes to LookListenPlay.com
and is an intern for HuffPost Green.

http://www.facebook.com/twdonovan

http://www.myspace.com/theweirding

The Huffington Post (often referred to as HuffPo) is a liberal American news website and aggregated blog

The guy just looks like a part time blogger/part time musician who resides in New York, hardly looks like a serious piece of
journalism with any clout [though neatly written and I guess he liked it]. I dont think theres that much to worry about with
that piece, but I am sure the fans will see it as some kind of major success. Its about the same level of success as getting the

coverage from this blog or any other blog from what I can see, aside from the actual numbers of hits the huffpost gets it
does not mean everyone of those hits will stream directly to that online article.

 anticultist said this on March 19, 2010 at 11:12 pm | Reply

yes but this only the begining it still means more well meaning people are getting sucked in

 Shane Nolan said this on March 20, 2010 at 1:10 am
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7. I consider myself to be very, very left leaning and I loathe the Huffington Post. HuffPo is Fox News for liberals. I hate it.

 anon said this on March 20, 2010 at 12:58 pm | Reply
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Zeitgeist get the Earth 2.0 Treatment – Anonymous video
Will TZM’s next Jared Lee Loughner kill Fresco & Meadows ?

Anonymous claims Roxanne Meadows is a gamblers nightmare
TVP steals the TZM business model for their own website & solicits TZM members
Peter Merola on Roxanne Meadows, “youre a liar and full of shit !”
US TZM meeting Q&A with Roxanne & Merola concludes – TVP seperates from TZM
VTV drops TVP and makes powerplay to take over TZM
I am left to suggest one thing: Re-Structure The Zeitgeist Movement without TVP’s/Fresco’s establishment.

Venus project using their non profit company for a profit
The Venus Projects 990 EZ forms – expenses and income info [IRS audit info also]
TVP & TZM do not do charity nor have they ever done it
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